Office 365 - Work anywhere, anytime, on any device
The benefits


Secure connection - authentications are over secured channels and Exchange Online Protection offers some
protection against the threat of email based Viruses, Malware, Phishing and Spam.



99.9% service level agreements with Microsoft; any disruption is minimal and the service is highly available
all of the time. Service status can be viewed live via the admin portal.



No duplicate mail issues - mailbox contents are synchronized across multiple devices. Sent Items, Drafts &
Deleted Items are synchronized and whatever is sent, created or deleted is available across all devices.



Synchronize your mailbox across multiple connected devices; providing flexibility to access your e-mails &
calendar from a PC, Mac, web, iPhones or other mobile devices with similar & familiar view & interface.
Can be viewed via a web page or an email client such as Microsoft Outlook 2007 or above.



Push mail ensure mails coming in are immediate to all connected nodes.



50GB of storage per mailbox ensures minimal issues on mail quota.



Global address list allows you to access centralized, frequently used contacts on the go.



Access your calendar on the go. All edits & entries are synchronized & similar.



Share a mailbox among a group of users accessing the same views & interface.



Mail retention policy enables retention of deleted email, to allow recovery or adhere to corporate policy
or regulatory reasons



The administration portal provides you with a huge amount of flexibility to self-maintain users accounts,
reset passwords and add or remove users.



Pay monthly for the service, and with our Partner Inty, the contracts are rolling 30 day contracts meaning
that you’re not tied into a lengthy contract for a fixed number of users.



Other services can be added easily; for example, Sharepoint, OneDrive, Microsoft Office and Skype for
Business can be added for any amount of individuals at any point; likewise, these services can be turned
off with 30 days’ notice.



You’re always running on the latest version of Microsoft Exchange, so when Exchange 2016 (and future
releases) are available, you receive the benefits and functionality of the new system as part of your
subscription.



It costs less that 10p per day per user for this service, so it provides an excellent return on investment.

